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Cash flow pooling
for a world leader
The use of CashSolutions
by Danone since 1997
Danone is a world leader in several food industry business lines and has internationally famous
brands like Actimel, LU and Evian. Present in 120 countries with a headcount of nearly 90,000, the
group's turnover in 2003 was €13 billion. However, Danone has a very centralised organisation for
the management of HR and finance. Operational companies are not judged in terms of financial
charges and income but on ROP and OFCF. Financial charges are managed at central level. The
Danone treasury department has the task of managing risks and leading the group's network of
treasurers. Danone Finance is a financial company whose central treasury department is dedicated
to cash operations.
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DataLog Finance is an editor of cash
management and treasury software
(CashPooler, CashReport, CashNetting,
CashValue) developed by specialists in cash
management, software and new
technologies. Its products are based on fullWeb 3-tier architecture and J2EE. DataLog
Finance has won the confidence of major
groups all over the world. Every day, its
products are used in more than 60 countries
by more than 900 entities: thanks to them
some €300 billion are exchanged every day.
www.datalog-finance.com
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